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About This Game

The technical definition of the game is: A sandbox survival village-builder with randomly generated terrain and Sims-like AI
villagers (that's a mouthful).

But really, Mind the Vikings is supposed to be a more personal take on a genre that oftentimes focuses on building giant
anonymous cities. We want you as the player to interact with each and every viking in a unique way, get to know them, and

build an amazing viking village with them!

Your feedback is crucial:
We are always changing our path to victory, and with your feedback we'll change many times again, but to give you an idea of

what the future might look like, we created this:
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Devs have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. Mind the Vikings is a delightful god game-lite/village management sim that has plenty of charm and ease of access to appeal to
newcomers and veterens of the genre alike. Despite, being in Early Alpha the game offers plenty to do in way of actual game
play.

You can check out my full review here!
https://strictlygamereviews.wordpress.com/2018/02/28/mind-the-vikings/. I do enjoy this game very much and think it has great
potential, and i also know it is in very early alpha and bugs are expected but there are so many it is nearly unplayable. When i
save my games it will actually work and spawn me in where i left off, but some disaster is going on (no one is working, half the
people arent working, or half of the town is brawling and guards are not stopping it), or the game saves wont work or just are not
there anymore. The settlers brawling i mentioned is a disaster, i can start a new save and have maybe one a day in the game and
the guards break it up but when i save and load the save, ill start with about 10 different brawls going on and then they continue
at a rapid pace causing everyone to be in a foul mood and at about half health constantly. Even though it says im losing about
500 food a day for my 60 man settlement, i will lose about 1200 overnight every night with the biggest change happening when
night starts and ends (when night starts a large amount disappears, then it continues to progressively disappear all night then
about 500-600 goes when night ends) and the food continues to be eaten normally during the day so im pretty much losing too
much food at all times and need more than 2 dozen fisherman huts because gathering is pretty much gone after the first 2 days
since all the berries and mushrooms are picked in that time. wood sometimes doesnt collect so im always struggling for wood.
streets i burned down respawn everytime i open my save so ill have streets overlapping and the same thing happens to farms ive
destroyed as well, and i know farms are broken but i dont think they collect food at all, they just work and sleep producing
nothing. when i send people out to get coal (the 2 times in 8 hours of gameplay that has happened) the workers collect it but do
not deposit it so i never have coal except for the 50 at the start, and same thing with the special plant adventures. many of my
settlers get caught in the lake in front of fisherman huts and are in a spot where i cant move them but they also refuse to move
so they just stand there until night. settlers will have broken tools and not pick up my abundant supply of new ones, i have empty
homes but people remain homeless; and just personally i want a more organized housing set up so i try to segregate the opposing
clans homes but i found out they wont relocate to empty ones so i cannot acomplish this. a few settlers have horrible moods for
no reason and they do not increase no matter what, the special characteristics seem to do nothing except for the negative effects
and fast effect. strong only helps when my settlers are killing eachother. everytime i load a save it starts at summer day 1 so
there is no real way to record how long they have been going, and winter is near impossible to survive with the insane amount of
food consumed every day vs how little is produced considering the only reliable source is fishing (more than 2 times as much as
they should be eating daily) guards, farmers, and witches dont level up. Im not sure what the storehouses are supposed to do
because my settlers drop off supplies to the town hall instead of the storehouse no matter what and i dont run out of room for
supplies ever. I wish a tutorial of some kind to show how to play the game properly and to show me what different skills are
good for different jobs (not sure what energetic and resiliant are supposed to do), and i am anxious for more buildings, jobs and
of course raiding. enough of the bugs though, there are plenty of positives. for one, even on easy mode i still stuggle with the
game to survive and it keeps me into it, the lack of tutorial also makes it more fun as you learn through trial and error, i started
hiring all vikings until pyros burned down tons of my stuff and slow and gluttons weighed my first settlement down. I also found
abetter way to organize peoples jobs by making the people who have the fast trait venture the furthest out or as guards to
quickly break up brawls. the different clans are cool, i would like for more than 2 clans per game so it can just be a madhouse of
different ones, seeing the moods change makes me want everyone to be happy and strive to make it happen. Also nothing beats
your first winter, people die off from starvation when you overpopulate like i did and it just makes it so much more intense
knowing you are close to being destroyed and makes you try harder to prepare for the next one. I gladly support this game,
through the good and bad and cannot wait for the new content!. Fun little game that is obviously in early Alpha.

 I decided to buy the game to support the devs.
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After playing it for an hour I wanted to let you know it runs super smooth and is already a decent city builder and management
game. Well worth the $10 to have a little fun running a viking town.

Ideas/Suggestions

MOBS:
 Add Mobs: Farmable mobs like chickens, cows, pigs, etc...
Add Aggressive Mobs: Rival Vikings, Pirates, ets...
Add Useful Mobs: Horses, Donkeys, Bees, Birds, Deer, snakes, etc...

Farming Depth:
Creating a fenced in area and dropping a person in it is pretty simple for sure. Spice it up a little bit and maybe give us the
ability to pick what we grow. This would make having multiple farms/farmers worth while, as well as add another element to
farming.

Fishing Depth:
I like the fishing dock but why not add more to it? Maybe fishing boats, nets, etc for the vikings to use. Maybe give us the
ability to build boats for fishing/fighting.

Really we are lacking weapons and war. I am sure many people would love at least something simple to fight... just don't make it
something crazy although I would not be opposed to dragons. ;-). so far so good.
so much needs to be added but then again this game kinda just came out. You have a good thing going on here, this game is
going to be awesome! The visual is clean and peaceful!

See below some things that need to be addressed:
Bug to build a house;
When playing with Zoom Out, the game get slow;
Include a tool to demolish fences.

For the furute:

To show how much food the farm is producing;
Upgrade the House so you can place more than 2 Viking on it;
Be able to plant trees;
To be able to pause the game;
Multiple vegetables types to be harvest in the farm;

. Real potential. Fun little building management game. The Dev(s) has been very active in the forums and is seeking suggestions
and feedback from the community to help build a game the community wants. You are basically helping build the game, which
can be a fun thing. Reasonably priced and cost about as much as a Starbucks cup of coffee.
If you are not down with lite content and waiting for development to be flushed out better, then wait before purchasing.
Otherwise, support this dev and hope for the best.

. Brought the game today and loving the style and content so far. Easy to pick up with fluent controls/movements. Happy to be
part of the on going improvements and updates!

Keep up the good work Vikings !

Skol!
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DO NOT BUY THIS GAME, apparently the dev's "needed a break" and are now MIA.. i love this game. it is so nice when you
need to relax, to be able to hop into this game and just watch as the village you build grows and prospers. Beautiful low poly
graphics, nicely modeled world and buildings and funny Vikings. The game has great potential to turn into something awesome
down the road. Hopefully with the right support from the dev it could turn into an amazing game one day. Keep your eyes on it
if you don't plan on buying it just yet.. I played a very, very, very early alpha build. For what it is, it was good. Definitely going
in the right direction.

For what's it worth I will check in back later when development moves forward.

Think of Banished, but with Vikings in a low-poly art style.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZTh157W6sA. I think this game, for being early access game, is really good. I love
buildings games, like Simcity and City Skylines in general, and when I got this game, while limiting, is still really fun. I cannot
wait for the future of this game.

Keep up the good work!
. Devs have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. It's an okey game, it's in early development but it's got a real good potential :)
. PROS:
Great art style
Simple gameplay but still very fun
Actual people who interact with eachother
Factions
Personality

CONS:
Kinda unfinished
Overflow of bugs (see in comments how many bugs)
People cannot interact with relics

SUGGESTIONS:
Add a map, with different islands. Make people fight for the islands. Also add a "peacefull" gamemode with no other vikings.
Make people interact with relics, like climbing the relics.
See people actually coming by boat to the island.
Please dont make the suggestions a DLC.

I would love the devs to reply, thanks.

Overall rating: 7/10

EDIT: if these bugs will be fixed i will give it 8/10.. Early access game. Very relaxing to play. I'm not gone into how little is here
at the moment, I figure I would rather add some things that I'd like to see in the future.

!. Fisher huts: Another source of food
2.Adventures guild house: Recruitment for heros, to possible add dungeons and quest exploration
3.Barracks: Much need troops for settlement defence, to add possiblity of invasions by beast, goblins, and orcs
4.Trappers: For food source and maybe leather
5.Tailor: To make warm cloths for people, possible add rancher to the farm tree to supply wool from sheep, and maybe cows for
my number 6.
6.Baker/cheese shops. Better food for settlers.
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This is just a small list, but maybe it gives the dev something to add to on his upcoming plans.

I would also like to add that this is being update fairly fast. So Thanks for that!

Its not for everyone but if you like a city builder thats relaxing as hell. I recomend giving this one a shot. Also watch out for the
music it will have you sleeping in 15 minutes if your not careful :). My wife bought this for me using my steam funds for my
birthday, this game shows promise.
That being said it is in VERY early access and VERY limited at the moment, so I had to ask for a refund I plan on buying this
game later on when it has had more time to marinade in devolopment and get more than a few new features under it's belt.
While I will admit that I have an over appreciation for anything Vikingr related and a love for city builders this seem like a
perfect combo for me. I will continue to watch this game develop with great interest.
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